DataSafes
Data Sharing with End-To-End Privacy
Actuate is developing a program called DataSafes to research and demonstrate a privacy-preserving,
multiparty data sharing system that enables researchers to analyze multiple private datasets while
allowing data owners to maintain privacy guarantees. The program’s objective will be an end-to-end
framework allowing for rigorous protection of privacy during the entire cycle of statistical analysis from
data cleaning/linkage to model discovery to the generation of results from discovered models. Our
approach is to adapt automated model discovery and data linkage methods to privacy-preserving
computation and couple the execution of discovered models with management of output privacy.
Actuate will execute the DataSafes program by funding and managing expert project teams at
universities, companies, and nonprofits to perform the applied research, prototyping, and application
demonstrations required to achieve the program’s goals.

The opportunity
Private health, business, and government records hold information with the potential to drive critical
new discoveries in the economic, social and life sciences. Data-informed research may show us how to
better educate children, avoid disease, reduce crime and incarceration, improve public services, and
much more. In settings where such data is accessible, we have learned about the potential impacts of
social context during childhood on college attendance and long-term incomes [1], the long-term
economic impacts of universal broadband internet access [2], outcomes associated with universal child
care programs on crime and well-being [3], long-term cardiac and diabetes outcomes associated with
bariatric surgery [4] [5] and the effects of government funding on doctoral research education [6].
In all of the cases described above, privileged access to administrative data was granted to a small set of
highly vetted researchers. Unfortunately, this kind of research is rarely possible because administrative
data, collected from individuals or entities, are rarely available to researchers due to privacy and sharing
restrictions. More generally, data containing the identifiable information of individuals and their
behaviors are usually controlled by multiple owners (government, business, health providers, etc.) who
cannot share with each other, let alone with researchers due to privacy risks.
Access to administrative data is rare and the use of these data alone cannot address many important
research questions in the economic, social and life sciences. Many of the most important economic,
social and health questions facing our society require understanding of both publicly held administrative
data and privately owned data about individuals or businesses. Consider three examples of research
questions that we cannot easily address today due to limited data sharing:
1. The effect of startup tax and incentives policy on long-term small business outcomes: while a number
of incentive and tax policies have been proposed to help create small businesses, it is hard to estimate
their long-term impact. This is largely due to the inability to track and measure businesses who have
received these incentives over time as the data on their performance is held by private data aggregators
(e.g. sales and debt ratio metrics owned by companies like Intuit and credit rating agencies) or in federal
tax records while data on incentives is often owned by state and local governments.
2. The effect of economic incentives on long-term productivity and health outcomes: while short-term
survey studies have assessed employee wellness incentives through survey [7], the ability to track
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incentives and long-term outcomes requires linkage of employment and health records owned by
private and public entities.
3. Controlled study comparison of credit availability schemes on long-term poverty outcomes: while
microfinance measures have been assessed via randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [8], direct
comparisons of micro-credit, tax incentives, and other mechanisms have not. Ideally, these experiments
would be conducted with multi-arm RCT-like designs that make use of long-term financial data for
follow-up. Unfortunately, these data are often held by financial institutions and are not linked to
intervention data from governments and charities.
Our program attempts to make answering these kinds of research questions possible by reducing the
risk of sharing sensitive data. Because we propose to automate large parts of the data preparation,
annotation, cleaning and modeling processes, we believe that DataSafes could also result in more
rigorous findings that are easier to replicate.
In such economic, social and life science applications, data is primarily used for statistical modeling and
machine learning purposes. These purposes require a specific kind of computation to determine
linkages between datasets, to transform/select/clean/extract data, and, ultimately, to perform
statistical analyses on views of that data.

Existing challenges
While methods to perform privacy-preserving computation exist [9] [10], they have strong limitations
and demand significant computational overhead. Extensions to handle multiple datasets owned by
different parties, known as secure multiparty computation (SMPC), allow privacy-preserving
computation without requiring trust between the different owners [11] [12] [13]. However, these
methods also have strong restrictions on what can be computed and how taxed that computation is.
Furthermore, these methods require users to know exactly what they want to compute and, when that
computation occurs on multiple datasets, how those data are linked. These methods assume that the
linking and model discovery process can be done by people and on compute infrastructure trusted by all
parties (i.e. a shared enclave with trusted data scientists to curate joins and analyses). In practice,
finding both people and facilities trusted by all parties is the fundamental limiter for researchers
accessing the data they need [14]. Typically, the process of discovering a modeling pipeline and data
linkages requires experts-in-the-loop iteration with both subject matter and statistical/data expertise.
Even when an entire linkage and modeling pipeline (in the form of a program) is known, executing these
pipelines is generally not straightforward and often not possible with existing privacy-preserving
computation methods due to strong limitations on both the kind of compute and the efficiency with
which the compute can be performed.
Privacy-preserving computations of this sort also require management of output privacy because
multiple outputs from different programs operating on the same datasets can result in cumulative
privacy leakage. While there are methods to prevent deanonymization threats, they require an
infrastructure for tracking data queries that is both trusted and tied to data-owner-defined privacy
policies. Such systems don’t exist today outside of computer science research labs.
Simply put, today’s limitations prevent data owners from sharing their data with each other or with
researchers easily. Moreover, the added trust needed between data owners makes research requiring
multiple datasets very difficult to perform. The best examples of multi-dataset research are supported
by secured data lakes where data owners agree to provide their data to a trusted party who either (1)
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authorizes trusted researchers to have limited access to perform analysis or (2) provides data scientists
who work with researchers separated by a privacy wall (a data intermediary model). Yet the number of
legal agreements and trust relationships required to make multiple datasets available in these lakes is
very high (exponential in the number of participants). As a result, such systems are limited in scale, and
the additional overhead of analyzing the data either through intermediaries or trusted access is
inefficient at best.
Ultimately, what is missing today is an end-to-end framework that combines ways to preserve privacy
during the model discovery process with both privacy-preserving computation and management of
output privacy.

Our program
We propose to build a prototype of a privacy-preserving, multiparty data sharing system called
DataSafes that tackles these issues. DataSafes will allow researchers to analyze multiple private
datasets while allowing data owners to maintain privacy guarantees. This system will enable:
A. linkage of private datasets including complex joins;
B. discovery of data cleaning and transformations, featurization operations, and variable selections;
C. modeling of complex tabular and unstructured data; and
D. maintenance of output privacy for export of analytical results
while never exposing the raw (and potentially sensitive) data to the researcher.
The goal of the DataSafes program is to enable subject matter experts to accomplish these operations
efficiently while preserving privacy, thus eliminating the need for trusted data intermediaries who may
not have the subject matter expertise to do functions A-C well. To do this we propose to semi-automate
the steps described above. Instead of data intermediaries working with subject matter experts
separated by a privacy wall, we will use automated data cleaning/linking, machine learning and
statistical analysis techniques to propose models that can be curated by subject matter experts using
synthesized data to diagnose model performance.
For such a system to be adoptable and maintainable, we will create an open-source platform and a
prototype service that allows trustworthy hosting of encrypted data and computation without requiring
data owners to acquire highly technical private/distributed computation expertise. If we are successful,
data owners will be able to publish encrypted forms of their data for outside parties (including
researchers) to analyze and use through a secure computation infrastructure (see Figure 1).
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Research approach
The DataSafes program will be a three-year effort to research, prototype and demonstrate a storage,
compute and analytical modeling infrastructure that allows multi-dataset analysis while preserving
privacy. The program will engage in applied research activities to develop efficient privacy-preserving
compute; safe storage for private data; and algorithms for privacy-preserving linking, analysis and
modeling of data. The program will use these component technologies to build a large-scale prototype
system that is capable of supporting real-world problems. In order to evaluate and demonstrate
DataSafe capabilities, the program will work with a number of application partners to define challenge
problems and corresponding datasets for annual testing of the prototype as it develops. To ensure that
this testing accounts for real-world threats, the program will employ an evaluation red team to
penetration test the prototype implementation. If the prototype system is successful, users will be able
to derive valuable information from private data while maintaining privacy protection for data owners.
The structure of the program and its notional schedule is shown in Figure 2.
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Privacy-preserving data and compute infrastructure
At the core of DataSafes is the ability to host private data and enable secure computation on that data.
DataSafes will build a distributed storage infrastructure that encrypts data at rest and without provider
access to private encryption keys. This allows storage of data on potentially untrustworthy systems (like
commercial cloud infrastructure). Storage is coupled with secure compute infrastructure that allows
efficient computation on encrypted or partially encrypted data through fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE), partially homomorphic encryption (PHE), federated/private learning and secure MPC methods.
Since no single method for secure computation is optimal for all algorithms that DataSafes may need to
support, different processes (such as record linking and modeling) will select the optimal
implementation. Storage and compute must also be orchestrated in secure ways to ensure that the
exchange of encryption keys (when necessary) is secure and auditable [15]. Similarly, the underlying
compute infrastructure requires that all user-facing operations maintain output privacy.
In order to facilitate the scalability and adoption of DataSafes, storage and compute infrastructure will
be deployable to commercial clouds that support hardware-rooted trust [16]. Also, to this end, we
anticipate licensing of DataSafes to be open-source and non-viral. If the full program is successful,
commercial cloud providers will be able to host DataSafes to offer privacy-preserving
computation/storage as a service.
Automated, privacy-preserving linkage/join of multiple datasets
To compute over multiple datasets, it is often necessary to align records through a linkage (or join)
between datasets. Consider two datasets, A and B, each containing records. A join is a function
mapping each record of A to zero or more records in B where the records of A and B share some
common key (the join key). Often the join key is directly expressed in the records of A or B but is
computed as shown in Figure 3. The manual process of discovering these join key generating functions
requires extensive knowledge of both datasets and their mapping. Hence, the process requires owners
of A and B to trust a data scientist and possibly subject matter experts with access to data from A and B.
In practice, this trust becomes the critical bottleneck to data sharing as the number of datasets expands.
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We propose to semi-automate and fully protect this process through automated join discovery methods
coupled with privacy-preserving curation, as shown conceptually in Figure 4. Given two datasets A and
B, automated linkage systems first attempt to discover potential linkages between A and B. These
linkages are presented to users with anonymized data in small batches to help users assess the quality of
the linkage. If none of the proposed join functions is satisfactory, users can author their own based on
samples of anonymized data from both A and B. Crucially, the linkage and anonymization computations
are done within a secure multiparty computation system that protects A and B from each other and
from the linkage and anonymization algorithm. Moreover, the anonymized samples are measured in
information leakage terms using differential privacy methods to prevent privacy loss during the iterative
process.

The technological components of this system involve automated join, fully and partially homomorphic
encryption, secure multiparty computation, differential privacy and data anonymization/generation.
Recent research advances are encouraging and will need to be extended for the privacy-preserving
context of DataSafes.
DARPA’s recent program in Data Driven Discovery of Models (D3M) was able to demonstrate automated
clean-up and linking of datasets from noisy data sources. (Actuate’s Wade Shen was the D3M program
manager at DARPA.) But this and other automated linking efforts assume that the inference of a join
function or entity map has full access to each dataset being linked. In a privacy-preserving context, this
is generally not true. Instead, limited correlations are computable and exposable across datasets.
Methods that compute models of entities either through embedding [17], clustering [18] or via latent
generative [19] approaches have the potential to allow linkage discovery without full access to data.
Because of the restrictions of secure computation, it is necessary to develop methods for automated
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join discovery and curation that can work with the communication and computation overhead of SMPC
and FHE/PHE-based computation.
DataSafes will drive additional research that will make it feasible to achieve:
1) Fast and approximate correlation analysis for secure multiparty computation systems: The heart of
most entity resolution and join systems is a correlation between datasets (and subsets of their
columns). Linkage systems assume that these operations are tractable and cheap, but in privacypreserving compute environments, they are not. Hence, we need to extend the class of efficient
privacy-preserving compute kernels to include fast and approximate correlation. We hypothesize
that this is possible through statistical sketching techniques as described by Mueen et al. [20].
2) Automated join techniques that are aware of secure multiparty circuit limitations: Current techniques
assume that the cost of cross-dataset computations is free, and they make no effort to minimize
communication during computation. Unfortunately, SMPC and PHE/hybrid realization of multiparty
compute makes cross-dataset queries extremely expensive. While some SMPC compilers can
minimize costly communications [21], they cannot do this fully automatically. Optimization is
required to make these algorithms tractable for large datasets.
3) Generalized data generation: While techniques based on generative adversarial networks (GANs)
have been successfully used for privacy-preserving synthesis, they are currently limited to binary,
count, categorical and time series data [22]. Extensions to GAN- and DBM-based methods to wider
population data types will be required to enable curation of possible joins.
Automated, privacy-preserving statistical modeling of multiple datasets
As described above, to realize end-to-end privacy, research insights from multiple datasets must be
obtained without exposing researchers to identifiable information contained in these datasets. The
prior section explores the problem of linking records across datasets in privacy-preserving ways. Here
we describe how to statistically model linked data without compromising privacy using similar humanin-the-loop techniques.
To do this we use automated machine learning methods that are able to automatically propose
statistical models given a modeling objective and a set of data. These approaches have proven to be
effective on many different types of problems [23], and DARPA’s D3M program demonstrated that
automated modeling and automated data cleaning can be coupled with human curation to improve
modeling outcomes as summarized in Figure 5 [24] [25].
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For DataSafes we employ D3M-like modeling approaches but coupled with secure computation,
synthetic data generation and privacy-preserving model diagnostics as shown in Figure 6. This approach
requires that:
1) Model discovery and optimizations algorithms can be efficiently executed on secure compute
infrastructure. Given an objective, automated machine learning systems search for the best models by
iteratively hypothesizing improvements. This search is made tractable by learning metamodels, i.e.
models that predict the kinds of models and cleaning operations that will be best suited for a given
dataset [26]. Metamodels are then used to hypothesize good candidates which are then evaluated
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against held out data and the process is repeated. Unfortunately, this process is extremely
computationally expensive. For small datasets (100s-1000s of datapoints), these approaches often
require many compute hours and for larger datasets these algorithms can take ~106 compute hours to
converge [27]. In order to adapt these methods to a privacy-preserving secure computation platform,
we need to maintain computational efficiency for both meta-learning inference and model optimization
processes. We hypothesize that optimized implementations of gradient-based optimization methods on
secure multiparty computation [28] and federated learning methods [29] could make this possible.
2) Model diagnostics can be computed while maintaining output privacy. Automated learning systems
can learn to optimize spurious correlates [30] [31], but subject matter expertise is needed to validate
and curate automatically derived models. During the D3M program, we showed that human curation
can result in better models. However, in the context of DataSafes, output privacy requirements place
strong limitations on the kinds of diagnostics a user might have access to during the model optimization
process. Given that these diagnostics are often computed as aggregate or group-wise statistics, we
hypothesize that many of these diagnostics can be computed with low leakage cost. Recent work by
Chen et al [32] suggest that statistical model diagnostics can be computed within an ε-differential
privacy framework for regression models with minimal leakage.
3) Diagnosis of modeling and data issues can be done through some combination of these diagnostics
and through synthetic data generation and automated anonymization. While model diagnostics are
useful for diagnosing failures in the aggregate, there are often data anomalies that skew statistics and
mislead automated machine learning approaches. These anomalies often require subject matter
expertise to diagnose and repair. While many of the interactive systems for automated modeling allow
for repair, they assume that subject matter experts have access to raw data for diagnosis which is not
possible with DataSafes. To address this issue, we propose to use the same class of privacy-preserving
synthetic data-generation techniques as described in the prior section to assist in diagnosis. We
hypothesize that it will be possible to develop synthesis/anonymization methods that preserve
anomalies, allowing subject matter experts to design mitigations/corrections.
Large-scale evaluation and demonstration of DataSafes with real problems
Making meaningful progress in the full program will require real-world challenge datasets that test these
capabilities at scale. Actuate is engaging with researchers in social and life sciences and data owners
from government, healthcare, and commercial sectors. From these engagements we intend to curate
two or three testbeds where experimental questions and multiple private datasets intersect. Actuate is
working with existing research data enclave owners to form partnerships that allow safe testing of
nascent technologies to be developed in the full program. We are currently working with a network of
administrative research data facilities (ARDFs) organized by Georgetown’s Massive Data Institute/RDC
and we anticipate development of other partnerships with both government and private sector data
owners. During the full program, we will work with selected testbed sites to conduct human-in-the-loop
experiments with subject matter experts using DataSafes systems.

Risks and potential outcomes
Primary technical risks for this program are rooted in uncertainty over: (1) the degree of possible
improvement in computational overhead, data utility and privacy protection, and (2) the generalizability
of the privacy techniques. Another risk relates to the program’s ability to change minds about the
widespread use of privacy technologies and the broader sharing of sensitive data with these protections
in place. The program’s numerous demonstrations and standards and certification processes are
designed to address these adoption issues.
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If successful, this program will make valuable personal data analyzable and private at the same time.
This is the key to enabling pervasive applications and informing laws, regulations and practices for data
and privacy. As privacy-protected data analysis expands, individuals, companies and agencies will be
able to provide access to more and more valuable data with confidence that it will remain private while
helping to solve major challenges.
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